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PART I 
Some additional detail to help with memorizing  

the Traditional Yang Style Long Form 
N=North, E=East, S=South, W=West 

 
Preparatory Period (N) consider posture, breath, rootedness in earth and support from above, 
flow of chi, of intention, and of awareness; sink in right leg then step out left, touching toe and 
heel mindfully without weight, then transfer weight into left foot, then touch toe and heel on right 
side, acknowledging use of the earth for practice; sink waist and into both legs as hands raise; 
hands then move back toward chest and as waist lifts the body and hands drift down as if 
through a waterfall; once upright with hands relaxed at sides, raise just the arms, tip pelvis 
forward so that waist draws palms to the chest for the Two Swans' Heads at the Gate of the Body 
(elbows forward, not out to the sides); the waist draws down body and palms press down as if 
fingertips were trailing through waterfall; a little bounce with fingertips facing outward, holding 
the big rain barrel, then sink deeply into Horse Stance with palms facing into the chest, thumbs 
down [Horse Stance or Universal Post ends preparatory period] 
 
Commencement of Tai Chi Chuan (N) [drop fingers and move left to move right) this is the point 
when attention turns to moving with companions, keeping the pace of their movement in view 
 
Right Pull Down (NE), after which, pivot on right heel to face front and step onto right foot, 
turn torso to NW corner sinking in right leg  
Left Pull Down (NW) 
 
Thread the Needle (on the diagonal NW) (or Open the Lock) by making a big circle with left 
hand going up and little circle made by right hand, bring these together so that left hand is ½ way 
down forearm (torso briefly facing N), sink in the right leg which brings back of left palm under 
the right elbow, swing waist to left and step out wide (W) keeping center line clear, bring empty 
right foot to the instep of the left foot 
 
Push the Mountain to the Sea (W), left hand falls to left hip and right hand goes forward;  
immediately sink into left foot; then lift waist and with left hand also lifting as right hand goes 
down, then like turning a wheel, continue turning waist around to the right and step around so 
that feet are parallel (facing NE corner), with small ball in hands at right hip and weight more on 
right leg; turn waist to left while turning melon-sized ball over, sliding hands apart into the NW 
corner for 
 
Fancy Fan Through the Back (NW) (left palm faces into chest, right palm down at hip); pivot 
(weight on right leg) so left foot pivots on left heel and points to NE 
Stab Hand (into NW corner) stepping up onto the left foot, right hand (palm up) under left 
(palm down) wrist to wrist, and bring right foot empty to the instep of the left standing leg 
 
Pivot 180 degrees to SE corner by letting the waist sink and turn to the right, stepping down in 
right foot, then step back left with palms looking down, roll palms forward and upward to form 
the 
 
Double lotus under the chin (palms look upward and radiate from lao gung into the face) spiral 
hands forward and pick up the small ball in pulldown (with right back of palm facing SE and left 
hand on top, with fingertips of left hand point toward index finger of right hand) for  
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Spiral sink into left leg for Grasp Bird's Tail & Apparent Close up (SE) 
with arms circling to left, spiral lift to right following the waist with right arm following to the 
right and then back to pick up the ball and return it to SE corner, drawback with left palm 
looking up, right palm following the left and looking downward, press left arm (palm up 
spiraling to look out) forward in Ward Off (weight still in left leg), lift waist with forearms 
crossing, then plant left leg by lifting in Double Ward Off. 
 
Left turning cross arm pivot (right hand on top because weight is in left leg), shift weight into 
right leg (facing NE) then pulldown (with small ball pressing into NE) for 
 
Spiral sink into left leg for Grasp Bird's Tail & Apparent Close up (NE) 
with arms circling to right, spiral lift to left following waist with left arm following to the left 
and then back to pick up the ball and return it to NE corner, drawback with right palm looking 
up, left palm following the right and looking downward, press right arm (palm up spiraling to 
look out) forward in Ward Off (weight in right leg), lift waist with forearms crossing, then plant 
right leg, by lifting in Double Ward Off. 
 
Turning waist to left pivoting on left toes, step up onto the left foot (placing weight in the whole 
foot, stepping toe to heel), walk like a crane by lifting the right leg and settling it down, heel to 
toe, and into the whole of the foot as the arms come down slowly together until "floating on the 
water" at waist height; then sink back into left leg, continuing to draw the arms downward 
 
Pull Down (E) and Single Whip (E to W), left push of open palm to the W, spring back with 
arms up at waist height and floating at either side, then walk forward into the left foot (heel down 
first), drawing the right empty foot up to the instep of the standing leg/left foot 
 
Right Pull Down, Stork Cools its Wing (open under the arms with fingertips lifting to graze the 
sky in each corner: eyes follow into the SE corner as left arm comes up in SE corner and right 
arm comes up in NW corner); as right arm descends, take up the right fist (covered by left palm 
with weight in left leg) and sink straight down in left leg facing W, settling the weight; then 
elbow-stroke & shoulder-push (NW) 
 
Pivot: Cross arms (left arm on top) and settle weight over the right leg, turning waist to face first 
NW then wais lifts up weight in right leg facing W 
 
Left Pull Down, Stork Cools its Wing (open under the arms with fingertips lifting to graze the 
sky in each corner: eyes follow into NE corner as right arm comes up in NE corner and left arm 
comes up in SW corner); as left arm descends, take up the left fist (covered by right palm with 
weight in right leg) and sink straight down in right leg facing E, settling the weight; then elbow-
stroke & shoulder-push (SW) 
 
Ward Off with right hand sliding down from shoulder push, turning back and putting weight 
into right leg; walk forward into the heel of the left foot, sinking deeply here into left leg, then 
lift up in the left leg (plant the left leg) as the right hand moves forward and the left hand moves 
back to left hip for the Right High Pat on Horse (weight is high and remains in left leg)  
 
Sink back in left leg, taking up the ball (the high right hand comes in high and looks down, left 
hand stays low and spirals to looks up at its partner hand)  
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Swing Step Back: while holding this ball, swing the right leg back without crossing the center 
line (that is, step to the right of your own left foot, not behind it) and sink back filling the right 
foot from toe to heel  
Simultaneously compress the ball, letting the left hand roll out to face upward at the forehead 
with right hand looking down at right hip for the Stork Cools Its Wing (W) 
 
When you are at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the Asia Wing ...  
First Thread the Needle (facing NW) , Left Brush Knee (facing W), Twist Step & Play the 
Guitar (W) ("Open the Lock" and enter the Scholar's Pavilion) 
Cross-arm pivot to the N by turning left foot 45 degrees, step onto left foot 
Pull down (weight remains in left leg) then the  
Second Thread the Needle (facing NE), Right Brush Knee (facing N), Twist step & Play the 
guitar (N) ("Open the Lock" and step up onto the Moon-Viewing Terrace) 
Yin Yang Turn (180 degrees) to the S 
Pull down facing S (weight in right leg) 
Third Thread the Needle (facing SW), Left Brush Knee (S), Twist Step and Play the Guitar 
(S) ("Open the Lock" and step down into the Scholar's Garden) 
 
Cross arm pivot to the NW 
Cat Walk NW:  Pull Down (weight in left leg), Deflect Downward, Parry, Punch & Apparent 
close up  
Cross arm pivot to the SW 
Cat Walk SW:  Pull Down (weight in right leg), Deflect Downward, Parry, Punch & Apparent 
close up  
 
Closing or Grand Terminus (if ending after completion of Part I) 
Turn to the North, with let palm spiraling to look up and right palm scooping to look up; right 
palm passes over its partner left palm and they separate to  
 
Carry Tiger to Mountain (N) or Embrace Tiger, Return to Mountain 
Yin Yang symbol in the palms: right upturning palm over left upturning palm, place left thumb in 
center of right open palm, then open elbows so that palms turnover and look down, right thumb 
touching back of left palm, then separate the palms and body and palms follow sinking waist to 
press downward to earth, then body weight shifts to right leg; lifting in the right leg, palms relax 
and gradually settle weight equally into both legs to close form. 
 
This gloss on Part I by Nancy M. Hoffman (NYC 2011) is based on teachings of Judith A. Chambliss and H. H. Lui.  
It may be copied and used by anyone in memory of Shizu (Sue) Lofton who taught many years at the White Crane 
Wellness Center in Chicago. 
 
The standard outline of Part I can be found in Tai Chi Ch'uan: The Technique of Power, by Tem Horowitz and 
Susan Kimmelman (page 32), Cloud Hands Edition 2003 (www.cloud-hands.com).   


